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Abstract 

This paper reviews progress in acoustic emission (AE) research and its applications to high performance com-

posite materials and structures. The achievement and inadequacy in understanding of AE from composites are 

examined along with cases of successful usage in commercial and aerospace fields, taking into account limita-

tions due to high attenuation and anisotropy. New goals for the future are also discussed in view of new analyti-

cal tools and vastly advanced instrumentation. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Acoustic emission (AE) played an important role in the development of glass-fiber reinforced 

composite rocket motorcases for Polaris A3 circa 1962 [1]. It was the beginning of AE appli-

cations that have expanded greatly over the last 50 years. AE was next deployed in testing 

propellant tanks for the Apollo lunar module and other aerospace applications [2]. Aerojet 

engineers recognized the variation in AE to originate from resin, interlaminar and fiber fail-

ures [1,2] and modified manufacturing processes, e.g., by eliminating the geometrical inflec-

tion points in design to reduce the interlaminar shear stresses [3]. They used the summation 

of AE amplitude to successfully predict the burst pressure and developed practical AE source 

location equipment [1]. Continued work on rocket motorcases at Thiokol introduced Kaiser 

effect and load-hold emissions to the burst pressure prediction [4]. These pioneering accom-

plishments still form the backbone of AE pressure vessel inspection technology today.  

 

Research on fiber-reinforced composites started in early 1970s [5-7]. Results verified correla-

tions of AE to microfracture mechanisms. In one of the earliest AE papers on composite ma-

terials research, Liptai [5] showed the breakdown of Kaiser effect (CARP later renamed it as 

Felicity effect in the 1980s) and gradual reduction of Felicity ratio (aka Load ratio per JSN-

DI) in cyclically loaded GFRP NOL rings. The latter was recognized as static fatigue (or 

stress rupture, a well-known glass failure mode due to load hold) of glass fibers, but no fol-

low-up AE study was apparently conducted. Significance of these findings was initially un-

noticed, however.  Kim et al. [6a] clearly observed Felicity effect in CFRP as well, but dis-

missed this effect while Kimpara [6b] also found Felicity effect, but treated it as error. The 

first peer-reviewed paper on composite research seems to be from UCLA’s Tetelman group 

on boron-epoxy composite [7]. They correlated fiber fracture to AE, electrical resistance and 

compliance changes. Fowler and his colleagues at CARP [8,9] made the Felicity effect as one 

of key elements of FRP inspection technology (marketed today as MONPAC method by Mis-

tras Group) and published method documents through Society of the Plastics Industry, then 

through ASME [10,11]. This Recommended Practice spelled out loading scheme, AE analy-

sis and interpretation methods and evaluation guideline, enabling widespread AE applications 

of FRP vessel examination in chemical industry in particular. Other evaluation criteria in-

clude emission during load hold, total counts, high amplitude events and increased AE activi-

ty with loading. [8] 
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With improved FRP technology combined with the advances in AE instrumentation, numer-

ous studies on research and applications followed and have been documented in AE Testing 

volumes of ASNT Nondestructive Testing Handbooks [12], six-volume conference proceed-

ings of AECM [13a-f], several review papers [14a-h], ASTM and ASME codes and standards, 

and many journal/conference articles that reach into thousands. Gorman and Wevers [14f,g] 

reviewed AE methods to structural health monitoring (SHM) field. See [14h] for a review of 

newer AE analysis techniques. Drouillard and Hamstad indexed early AE papers in [15].  

 

We must realize first that AE has not provided an effective NDT tool for composite industry. 

Such a tool is sensitive to existing defects, and is globally applicable to a large component in 

real time monitoring condition. While many success stories exist in FRP industry, AE has 

only played limited roles in many aerospace sites. We know AE can do better. In this paper, 

selected aspects of research and applications will be reviewed to highlight the progress 

achieved and to point to areas in need of more work. The main focus will be on development 

from the last 10-15 years since references cited above [12-14] have provided adequate cover-

age. Hopefully, we can go to the next level of understanding to give better solutions. Applica-

tions of advanced composites are expanding beyond aerospace and chemical industries into 

transportation industry and utilities. Such expansion presents renewed challenges for AE to 

be a worthy NDT method.  We do have to overcome problems due to high signal attenuation 

in composites and need to explore the causes of Felicity effect and stress rupture, just listing 

a few. Collectively, we should resolve these obstacles, and make AE into a truly indispensa-

ble NDT method. 

 

Research  
 

Fiber fracture 

From the early days of AE, glass fiber (GF) fracture has been recognized as energetic AE 

source detected close to the fracture load. AE from single fibers, tows (or strand) and unidi-

rectional (UD) composites was initially characterized with amplitude distribution in order to 

compare with other failure mechanisms. By now, the difficulty of using AE amplitude by it-

self in signal discrimination is well recognized. However, a misconception that fiber fracture 

always produces high-energy event still persists to this day and this section is intended to 

clarify the situation. 

 

For typical 10-µm diameter UD GFRP, peak amplitude ranges from 60-80 dB (ref. 1 µV=0 

dB; literature in the 80s often used 1 µV=20 dB and one needs to reduce amplitude values by 

20 dB) [16,17]. This range depends on the fiber diameters and sensors used, but GF results 

are fairly consistent over the years when sensor difference is accounted for. Wolters [16a] 

used sensitive resonant sensors with less than 10-mm propagation distance and found 40-60 

dB for 6 µm, 65-85 dB for 13 µm and 80-100 dB for 24 µm fibers [16a], though another re-

ported 50-70 dB for 13.5 µm GF [16b]. In our test of woven GFRP [18a], high amplitude AE 

signals of 60 dB mean level were found at above 90% of the failure load, verified as fiber 

fracture microscopically. Woven GFRP failure mechanisms are the subject of a detailed 

study [18b], and complementary AE study should allow better understanding of woven com-

posites, which are increasingly used in aircraft fuselage with carbon fibers, such as Boeing 

787 (A.K. Mal, July 2012, private communication). Recent studies [19a-c] reexamined single 

fiber composite (or SFC, with epoxy matrix) tests. Nordstrom [19a] used 18-µm glass fibers 

and found peak amplitude of fiber fracture at 80 dB (150 kHz sensor). He also obtained 

Weibull moduli of 7-9 and correlated the shape of stress-strain curves to progressing fiber 

fracture [see also 22d]. Bohse [19b] used 20-µm glass fibers with peak amplitude of fiber 



fracture to be 58-81 dB (PAC-WD sensor used). More recently, de Oliveira [19c] conducted 

careful SFC tests determining the amplitude of fiber breaks along with source location data. 

Such amplitude correction with source location was introduced earlier [19d], but has seldom 

been used since. Carey [19f] also introduced distance correction in his AE signature analysis 

work on CFRP. Using 21-µm GF, SFC showed 20-dB attenuation over 45 mm and fiber-

break AE mean amplitude of 73 (53-79) dB (58 dB for 11-µm GF); the lower values are due 

to the use of a wideband sensor (DWC B1025). In single tow 9-µm GF composite experiment, 

Nanjyo et al. [21a] obtained lower amplitude values ranging from 46-56 dB (Pico sensor). 

Diameter and sensor differences are responsible for the observed variation in amplitude rang-

es since GF strength and modulus are essentially unchanged. Berthelot obtained comparable 

amplitude range for 13-15 µm GF and for 7-µm T300 CF [21b,c].  

 
Figure 1 Peak amplitude distribution of fiber fracture at 40-60% of the fracture load from 9-ply UD sample with 

pre-cut mid-plies [22a]. Celion G50 fiber. 

 

When carbon fibers (CF) were tested initially, peak amplitude of AE signals for T300 CF was 

30 dB less than glass fiber [16b,c]. In part, this is because most carbon fibers have 7-µm di-

ameter, and earlier CF strength was lower (T300 tensile strength = 2.65 GPa circa 1982). In 

our study [22a,b], the peak amplitude range was 30-50 dB for Celion G50 UD composites of 

various cut-ply arrangements (MAC175 sensor). This is 10 dB lower than GF results [16a]. 

These AE signals from CF started to occur at 25-33% of the composite strength and also had 

short duration (mostly <50 µs) [16b,c, 22a]. Figure 1 shows the peak amplitude distribution 

due to fiber fracture at 350-530 MPa, corresponding to 40-60% of the fracture stress from 9-

ply UD sample with the middle 3 plies pre-cut [22a]. Berthelot [21c,d] and Awerbuch [22c] 

observed similar amplitude range (30-50 dB) during tensile and fatigue tests of CFRP cou-

pons (CF not specified in 22c, but probably T-300). Nanjyo’s tow composite tests in 1992 

[21a] were also conducted for PAN (M50, 5-µm diameter) and pitch (XN50, 10 µm diame-

ter) CF as well, giving comparable amplitude as GF data cited above; 44-56 dB for M50 and 

38-58 dB for XN50. These CF were stronger than T300 or G50; 4.2 GPa for M50 and 3.7 

GPa for XN50, accounting for the higher amplitude by nearly 20 dB (Fig. 2). In this study, 

the Weibull analysis of CF fracture strength and AE hits-strength distributions was reported.  

For three lots of CF, Weibull moduli of 5.7 to 13 were found, while AE hits had higher 

Weibull moduli, m = 7 to 35, indicating multiple CF fracture in the tow tests [21a]. A recent 

statistical analysis of AE signals from non-bonded GF bundles showed m to be 2.8-4.0 for 

15-µm diameter fibers [22d], which are about a half of m = 5.6 to 9 in tow tests [19a,c]. 
 

Recently, a new method for composite fracture study appeared [20a,b]; this is “High resolu-

tion Synchrotron Radiation Computed Tomography (SRCT)” and was used to capture fiber 

damage progression in a cross-ply CFRP laminate. [20a] showed that transverse ply cracks 

initiate at 20% of the failure load, whilst 0º-splitting initiates at ~40% and large delamina-

tions at ~60%. It is important to note that these cracking events occur in advance of signifi-



cant fiber breaks that start after 60%. In [20b], fiber fracture was analyzed and compared 

with other studies, including AE. AE results for fiber fracture accumulation showed the same 

trend as SRCT and Weibull moduli are similar (also similar to [19a,c, 21a]). The number of 

fiber breaks (Nf) was found to follow  

 Nf = C (σ/σ
ο
)

m
, (1) 

where σ is stress and σ
ο 
 is characteristic stress and m is Weibull modulus. See also [19a]. It is 

hoped this method can be used widely leading to more definitive AE mechanism studies. 

 
Figure 2 Peak amplitude distribution of fiber fracture of a) XN50 pitch CF, b) M50 PAN CF, c) E-glass fiber 

tow-composite samples. Pico sensor. [21] 

 

SFC tests with 7-µm carbon fibers [19b] showed amplitude of fiber fracture at 45-75 dB with 

the median value of 65 dB (WD sensor used; fiber unidentified, but ~late-90s vintage), com-

parable to usual GF fracture amplitude. In this work, CF diameter is ~1/3 of GF (–18 dB in 

area) and less than 10 dB amplitude difference implies that higher CF modulus (by a factor of 

3.5) accounted for the comparatively stronger AE in CF fracture (assuming comparable frac-

ture strains). This CF SFC fracture result is 20-30 dB higher than previous studies from the 

80s [16b]. This higher range of AE amplitude for CF fracture seems to reflect higher CF 

strength (2.5 GPa for G50 to 6.3 GPa for Toray T1000) and higher fracture strain values 

(0.7% for G50 to 2.2% for T1000). This is obviously due to dramatic improvements of CF 

properties in the last three decades. Thus, if one uses newer CF fracturing at 3-5 GPa (50-

80% of T1000 fiber strength) in lieu of the G50 CF fractured at 350-530 MPa in 1988, 40 dB 

stronger AE signals are expected. Thus, we should observe CF fracture amplitude of similar 

or higher magnitude as 10-µm GF. In fact, Sause et al. [33b] showed this recently. Compar-

ing E-GF (6.5 µm) and T800-CF (5.2 µm), he obtained fiber fracture energy of 12.6 and 13.1 

mNm
3
/s

2
. Assuming similar signal durations, the amplitude is expected to be comparable for 

comparable fiber diameters. It should be clear that AE amplitude from fiber fracture can vary 

widely. Small diameter, low strength CF produces AE amplitude comparable to the matrix 

sources (in 30-40 dB), while larger diameter fibers lead to higher amplitude to 80 dB. For 

thicker filaments, it can be even higher; AE signals from 150-µm boron filaments produced 

95+ dB signals [22e]. Fiber optic samples also give similar strong AE. 
 

Recent tow composite tests using T1000 CF indicates the number of CF fracture at stresses 

below 60% of the fracture strength is grossly reduced with improved CF quality (no ampli-

tude data was reported unfortunately) [23]. Figure 3 shows this behavior in tensile testing 

with intermittent load hold (ILH) for characterizing Felicity ratio, but cumulative hits start to 

rise rapidly after the fifth load hold or at 213 lbs (failed at 352 lbs) or 60.5% of 6.77 GPa 

fracture strength. The same NASA group examined Kevlar tow composites as well. In this 

case, fibers start to fail at ~90% of the fracture strength [24]. This behavior is in common 

with GF composites. Detailed analysis of these experiments of UD composites should clarify 

this situation on amplitude levels. 



 
Figure 3 AE of T1000 CF tow-composite test using ILH schedule at NASA. Red: Load (lbs), Blue: AE. [23] 

 

When a carbon or glass fiber fractures, it does so in brittle manner. Typical crack velocity in 

brittle fracture is several tenths of mm/µs or higher (e.g., 0.52 mm/µs for PMMA [25] and  

1.6 mm/µs for glass [26]). Actual cracking velocity is expected to be much smaller as a static 

crack needs to accelerate under stress. For GF and CF, fracture time is expected to be 0.7~2 

µs assuming crack velocity of 5~10 m/s (or µm/µs). The lower velocity limit is for GF [26], 

while CF crack velocity is twice that since CF moduli are ~4 times that of GF (crack velocity 

scaling with the Rayleigh velocity [25]). This translates to the center frequency of 0.5~1.4 

MHz for AE signals from fiber fracture, which is partially within the high frequency range of 

common AE sensors, such as PAC WD, Pico and DWC B1025/B1080. Indeed, Gorman [27] 

reported such fiber-break signals from a COPV cover the entire range of flat sensor response 

(20-400 kHz), in contrast to matrix cracks (splitting), for which detected signals had frequen-

cy contents confined below 50 kHz. He also observed that, in hundreds of pressure vessel 

tests, including both CFRP and FRP vessels, waves with the highest frequencies appeared as 

the load or pressure level exceeds above 80% of ultimate stress. Thus, tow composite behav-

ior extends to the windings of COPV. SFC samples in de Oliveira’s study also showed high-

frequency components [19c]. His signals contained strong 300-1050 kHz components (using 

DWC B1025), especially when debonding accompanies a fiber break or when 7-µm CF SFC 

has a fiber break. He attributes the effect of debonding to the higher freedom of the fiber ends 

at fracture. In contrast, GF fiber break signals without simultaneous debonding (11 and 21 

µm GF) have the highest peak at ~170 kHz with gradually decreasing high-frequency com-

ponents. Gorman [27] observed similar vibration-induced AE from broken ends of tows and 

further clarification of debonding may be worthwhile in providing new inspection scheme. It 

should be noted here that Kim and Nairn [19e] showed that fiber-matrix debonding always 

accompanies a fiber fracture in GF and CF SFC. Their epoxy resin (Epon 828) did not exhibit 

flat or conical fracture envisioned by earlier work [16b]. We must have independent proof 

before assigning to an AE cluster a mechanism of fiber fracture without debonding. 



When using broadband sensors, the observed peaks in the frequency spectra have to be treat-

ed with caution. Unless one has broadband flat-in-frequency sensor and propagation path, the 

peak frequency differs from the source-defined frequency. Most available sensors today have 

limited frequency range and have resonance peaks. Sheet or plate geometry has preferential 

frequency ranges of wave propagation. For example, Bohse [19b] correlated fiber fracture to 

500-kHz peak using WD sensor while matrix fracture contains lower frequency peaks only. 

This work and many others clearly demonstrated that one can often identify AE mechanisms 

via the frequency domain information. In fact, it is an important part of pattern recognition 

analysis on composite AE [28]. On the other hand, one cannot conclude fiber fracture has 

such a frequency peak because the WD sensor used is the origin of this peak (WD has three 

main resonances including one at 500 kHz [29]). Such arguments assigning frequency peaks 

to some specific AE sources have shown up too often in the past [30a-c], yet most such cases 

revert to specific sensor or sample resonances and sensor-source path has significant effects. 

For example, de Groot et al. [30b] examined a variety of CFRP and assigned frequency rang-

es to specific mechanisms. Such correlation is valid for the test condition they utilized, but 

the particular peaks originated from the use of WD sensor again, which was also the sensor 

used in Giordano et al. [30c]. Eaton et al. [30d] warned that “the overriding effects of speci-

men geometry and sensor response can produce misleading results” in their study to use fre-

quency for separating source mechanisms having the differing relaxation time. One should 

not expect specific frequency peaks in other test arrangements, except for the general concept 

of faster source events to have higher frequency contents. It is instructive to refer to the most 

broadband AE study reported to date by Scruby and Battle, extending the limit to 3 MHz (–6 

dB point) [31]. They did find two peaks for the signal from fatigue crack propagation, the 

main one at 600 kHz. However, these peaks are due to the normal modes of the sample. Even 

more broadband system is needed to identify the key frequency of fiber fracture via the fre-

quency spectrum analysis since fracture time is quite short, on the order of 0.1 µs.  
 

 
Figure 4 Waveforms of fiber fracture (theory-broken line; experiment-solid line). [32] 

 

This situation regarding the frequency peaks also arises in theoretical studies. For example, 

Guo et al. [32] obtained the solution of the wave motion produced by a general source in a 

composite plate using laminate theory with transverse shear correction. He identified the dis-

tinguishing features of the wave motion produced by various microfracture events (e.g., ma-

trix cracking, delamination, fiber break, etc.) in thin composite laminates. Guo represented 

fiber fracture with 0.125-µs cracking time in a model CFRP plate among others. Using the 

experimental transfer function of a broadband sensor (B1025) showing 200-2000 kHz band-

width (within 3 dB of the peak at 1 MHz,), the calculated waveform for CF fracture shows 

dominant ~1 MHz oscillations. See Fig. 4. The apparent frequency in this waveform is much 

lower than the expected center frequency of the original crack model, or 8 MHz. Note that 



Guo did not claim fiber fracture AE to have 1 MHz peak frequency. Recently, Sause [33] 

used finite-element modeling of laminated composites and crack models for CF fracture (in-

plane) and resin fracture (out-of-plane) with 0.1-µs cracking time. The CF crack produced 

displacement signals dominated by ~1-MHz So waves (where So velocity starts to decrease 

sharply), whereas the resin crack produced 100-300 kHz Ao waves. His model included 

Lamb wave propagation of 50 mm from the source. Here, the Lamb wave dispersion effects 

play the central role in limiting the upper frequency limit of the simulated AE signal and de-

ciding the centroid frequency. Sause has presented more extensive analysis of related model-

ing in his thesis work [34]. His results point to the additional factor we must consider in try-

ing to assess the source function when AE moves through thin sheets/plates. [It is noted that 

Ichikawa et al. [A1] reported theoretical calculations for the intensity of Lamb wave modes 

and dispersion effects as a function of frequency-thickness product. They used steel as the 

medium, but confirmed the Lamb wave behavior observed by others. See Appendix 1.] 

 

In considering the frequency contents of AE signals, one must not forget that high frequency 

components are attenuated rapidly as the signals travel from the source to sensors. Unless the 

sensors are almost over the source, the high frequency components above 200-300 kHz are 

reduced to background beyond 0.5~1 m distance. This has been known for 30 years, but we 

have no effective remedy applicable to typical applications. In laboratory, sensors are close to 

sources and we can try to understand the basic behavior. 

 

 
Figure 5 Observed and matched calculated waveforms with source parameters. UD GFRP test. [35] 

 

Another approach to the study of fiber-AE originated from Takemoto group. Suzuki et al. 

[35] conducted elaborate experimental analysis of GF fracture, deducing the source function 

for detected AE signals during tensile testing of UD FRP. The goal of getting the force-time 

function of an AE source is similar to the deconvolution approach from the 80s, but wave-

form simulation and matching of source parameters distinguish this method from the past at-

tempts [36]. Suzuki [35] incorporated the viscoelastic nature of FRP by introducing a fre-

quency independent relaxation function, R(t), after Weaver [37] and extended the Green’s 

function approach of Ohtsu and Ono [38]. Suzuki [35] used a NIST-type displacement sensor, 

as well as an 8-channel source location system that identified the source position. Both dis-

placement waveform and location data were fed as input to waveform simulation algorithm. 



Adjusting the source rise time and crack volume, theoretical and experimental waveforms 

were matched, where the latter was obtained by a conical displacement sensor of NIST de-

sign derivative. Examples of such pair are shown in Fig. 5 for fiber-break cases.  A cross plot 

of source parameters, crack volume vs. rise time, in Fig. 6 indicates the crack velocity limits 

of 2-22 m/s. The median crack velocity is 6.5 m/s in a good agreement with the measured 

crack velocity in glass of 5 m/s [26].    

 

Note that, in elastodynamic theory [37,38], the source parameter representing its magnitude 

is given by the product of the source area (A) and displacement (bi), or crack volume. In fiber 

fracture, fiber opening equals bi, not the released elastic energy. Thus, the energy analysis 

given in the past, such as by Lorenzo [16b] and Berthelot [21d] needs to be modified. Anoth-

er overlooked aspect of AE signal analysis is the modeling of sensor input. For example, 

Berthelot [21d] used a rectangular pulse to represent a crack signal, which is a sensible first-

order approximation for surface displacement due to an opening crack detected at the epicen-

ter. Note that the source displacement function is step-like, but with a slope (Fig. 4 in 21d). 

Because Green’s function is convolved with the source [38], surface displacement becomes a 

Gaussian-type mono-pole pulse (left: Fig. 5, 21d). It was simplified to a rectangular one 

(right: Fig. 5, 21d). AE sensors, however, typically respond to the velocity component. Thus, 

the sensor responds to two sharp pulses of opposite polarity separated by the duration of the 

rectangular pulse (Tf). In this case, the FFT of the velocity response has the center frequency 

of 1/2Tf, instead of the displacement response that peaks at zero and vanishes at 1/Tf. When 

one uses a Gaussian shaped displacement pulse (a half-width of 0.22 µs; Appendix 2, Fig. 

A2a), its FFT gradually vanishes without multiple zero points as can be seen in Fig. A2b. 

Note the half-width is 2 MHz, equaling the inverse of the base width of ~0.5 µs in Fig. A2a. 

The derivative of the Gaussian pulse is known as a Gaussian monopulse and is shown in Fig. 

A2c. The FFT pairs of Gaussian monopulses of 0.2 to 2 MHz are shown in Fig. A3. It is evi-

dent that these pulses are broad and one can hardly use the spectra for source discrimination. 

Even recent AE modeling efforts have not taken these points raised here and reevaluation is 

called for. 

 
Figure 6 Crack volume vs. source rise time. Data points are within the zone between crack velocities of 2.3 and 

22 m/s. [35] 

 

Matrix and interfaces 

AE signals originating from the matrix and interfaces are varied and range from weak to 

strong, making unambiguous characterization difficult in practical composite structures. Sev-

eral different mechanisms are expected to overlap as well. In model composites, however, 

clear distinction is possible.   



Transverse matrix cracks: Prosser [39] reported one-to-one correlation between observed So 

Lamb wave signals and transverse matrix cracks in cross-ply composites (Fig. 7) when 90º-

ply thickness exceeds 0.4 mm (3 plies). Notice that this signal is of high-frequency type 

(~700 kHz) and in thick cases (>6 plies) of very high amplitude (>80 dB). Gorman [40] 

showed even stronger events in (0/90)s CFRP, ranging up to 98 dB, but with >100 µs dura-

tion. Some of these signals with short duration are hard to differentiate from fiber-break sig-

nals. When transverse matrix cracks occur, three possible micromechanisms exist; i) matrix 

(resin) cracking, ii) debonding of fiber-resin boundaries and iii) fracture of bridging fibers. 

Matrix is low strength and slower fracture produces only low energy (amplitude) AE. See 

[19b] for epoxy cracks having ~55 dB AE even for large area cracks. Matrix cracks are pre-

sent in notched woven-roving fracture surfaces in [18a,b] as resin-rich areas of the size of 

roving diameter exist throughout the composite. In laminates made from UD prepregs, only 

the interlaminar layers have contiguous resin constituent and the contribution of mechanism 

(i) is limited. Debonding is expected to be the main mechanism for the transverse matrix 

cracking in laminates with straight fibers and as the source of first ply failure. Mechanisms i) 

and ii) typically coexist in woven composites [18a,b]. Woo and Choi [41a] characterized 

debonding AE to have low amplitude (under 70 dB) and low frequency (lower frequency 

peaks than the sensor resonance of 265 kHz for PAC µ30) using in situ microscopical obser-

vation of the notch tip zone. They showed, however, that once macrocracking begins, higher 

amplitude/frequency (>70 dB, 430-450 kHz) peaks are dominant, implying bridging fiber 

failures contribute substantially. Fracture surface showed both of these (ii and iii) mecha-

nisms. Elevated temperature exposure (wet or dry) affects the matrix-bonding behavior, 

which was detected with AE. Schoßig et al. [41b] used environmental SEM to assess damage 

mechanisms of short-fiber GFRP and identified 14 different mechanisms and recorded AE 

simultaneously. However, too many processes occur together. No clear correlation to AE 

signal characteristics is established so far. Bussiba et al. [41c] exposed CFRP (0/10 layup) to 

100ºC for 2 weeks and saw accelerated debonding with the knee strain down from 1.5% to 

0.6%.  Wet exposure of GFRP was reported in [28, see also 84]. 

 
Figure 7 Typical waveform from a transvers matrix crack in [0/90n/0] CFRP. [39] 

 

In de Oliveira’s thesis [19c], he summarized nearly 20 other AE works on transverse matrix 

cracking and also reported own cross-ply GFRP testing [see also 19e]. He developed artificial 

neural networks based on self-organizing maps with waveform and wavelet-transform data as 

input. Among six clusters identified, transverse matrix cracking produced two types of AE 

signals having characteristic So waves centering at 350-400 kHz lasting 30~60 µs. The low 

frequency part arrived first as expected for So waves. Shorter duration signals (type II) are 

attributed to the initiation, while longer ones (type I) to the propagation of transverse matrix 

cracks [19e]. Godin et al. [42a-d] made a series of well-designed studies using UD, angle-ply 

and cross-ply composites with advanced pattern recognition analysis. Using Kohonen map 



and k-means methods, they identified four distinct signal types and attributed them to matrix 

cracking, interfacial debonding, fiber fracture and delamination. Waveforms of the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 

types are visually indistinguishable, however. The use of Kohonen maps appears effective in 

identifying clusters of AE signals and will be examined in a later section. 

 

Delamination-Shear: Ono [22] reported AE from the delamination of UD CFRP with pre-cut 

plies with several different shearing zones. Shear strength level was 5 – 24 MPa. Overlap 

length ranged from 25 to 75 mm (13 mm width). Tensile loading produced initially medium 

amplitude signals (50 - 70 dB) with an average event duration of ~120 µs from the initiation 

of Mode II delamination. At higher loads, high amplitude events (70-130 dB) of long (> 200 

µs) event duration were found. These are caused by rapid advances of delamination under 

mainly Mode II loading with out-of-plane stress near cut edges. Lagunegrand et al. [43] ex-

amined free-edge delamination on ±30º angle ply CFRP and identified 90-100 dB signals as 

Mode-III delamination induced AE. This delamination occurred between +30º and –30º plies 

in shear, while mixed mode shear was reported in [15n/90m/-15n]s laminates. Scholey [44] 

examined delamination in large-sized QI CFRP samples with cut plies, getting 10-50 pm Ao-

wave amplitude as the area of delamination reaches ~30 x 50 mm after loading. Surprisingly, 

duration is only ~100 µs, implying delamination expands in small steps. Ono and Huang [28] 

examined waveforms of various AE origins of CFRP tensile samples (UD, cross-ply, quasi-

isotropic) in conjunction with pattern recognition analysis. One of six types identified is due 

to delamination, which becomes active just prior to sample failures. As shown in Fig. 8, type-

D delamination signal has the lowest frequency content (~100 kHz) and long duration, while 

fiber-break AE (types A and B, latter with larger matrix debonding) has highest frequency 

content and short duration. (Type C is from transverse matrix crack and type E from split-

ting.) 

 

 
Figure 8 Waveforms of 6 different types, classified by pattern recognition analysis of AE signals from QI CFRP 

laminate. Time scale: 41 µs/div, Amplitude scale varies. WD sensor at the sample center. [28] 

 



De Olveira [19c,d] identified two types (IV and V) of delamination-induced AE signals in 

cross-ply GFRP tests. Both are Ao-mode waves with low frequency contents under 400 kHz 

(down to 20 kHz in type V) and strongest contents at 150-230 kHz. Type IV was observed at 

lower loads, attributed to matrix-fiber decohesion as well as delamination. Type V appeared 

near final fracture when delamination activity was high.  

 

Delamination-Opening: Bohse and coworkers [45a,b] studied Mode I (crack-opening type) 

delamination using DCB specimens and correlated AE energy with strain energy release rate 

(GIc), supporting the concept of damage zone concept ahead of the crack tip. They consider 

the presence of matrix cracking and matrix-fiber interfacial debonding, the latter in stronger 

interface condition. Some bridging fiber fracture is possible as well as in [41]. This also has 

more high frequency component, allowing the discrimination of the two mechanisms. In both, 

however, the main frequency feature is the dominant low frequency components below 200 

kHz. Amplitude of these AE is mostly (~90%) in 60-80 dB range. Another CFRP DCB tests 

[30b] reported essentially same results with a comparable low frequency peak (120 kHz with 

minor one ~300 kHz, both characteristic of WD sensor). This low frequency peak was also 

seen in epoxy resin crack and in lap-shear AE. 

 

Recently, Sause et al. [33b] published a comprehensive study of DCB tests with AE analysis 

examining interlaminar crack propagation in GFRP and CFRP. They conducted pattern 

recognition analysis to identify three clusters, corresponding to matrix cracking, interfacial 

failure and fiber breakage, using mostly frequency-based features, such as average, centroid, 

initiation, peak, weighted peak frequency, six partial powers, etc. Cross plot of partial power 

at 450-600 kHz vs. weighted peak frequency easily separated the 3 clusters. Figure 4 in [33b] 

compares observed and FEM-simulated signals and wavelet spectrograms, showing good 

agreement. Interfacial failure dominates cumulative signal amplitude, followed by matrix 

cracks. Fiber breaks contribution is low as this comes from bridging failure. This theory-test-

model hybrid approach holds great promise in assessing complex structural composite design 

under various loading conditions, integrating AE as a part of health-monitoring scheme. 

 

 
Figure 9 Amplitude vs. duration of tow-composite samples with (a) no and (b) maximum surface treatment. 

[21a] 

 

Fiber-pullout: In tow composite tests, Nanjyo [21a] used 4 different levels of (pitch-)CF sur-

face treatment. Without treatment (level 0), many fiber pull-outs of up to 100 µm were ob-

served after failure. With maximum treatment (level 5), fiber-matrix bonding improved and 



few fiber pull-outs were found producing flat fracture surface. Comparison of these two con-

ditions on amplitude-duration plots indicates events with 60-80 dB amplitude, longer than 80 

µs duration increased more than ten-folds in the level-0 sample. These long duration signals 

are due to fiber pull-outs. This means pull-out AE amplitude is 9 dB higher to fiber fracture 

(Fig. 9) on average. However, differentiation must rely on duration. Single glass-fiber pull-

out experiment by Mielke [46a] produced similar results regarding amplitude, though fiber 

diameters of 20-25 µm were used and fiber-break amplitude was ~10 dB higher than pull-out 

signals while another study examined pull-out of SiC fiber from glass matrix [46b]. A more 

recent work used AE in single Kevlar-fiber pull-out tests, and showed energetic signals of 

50-90 dB (Pico sensor). However, AE part is difficult to evaluate lacking key details [46c]. 

 

 
Figure 10 Waveforms and wavelet spectrograms of 4 types of signals from point-loaded cross-ply CFRP. [44] 

 

Mixed mode cases: Mizutani et al. [47] examined fracture of cross-ply CFRP under central 

point loading and observed four separate types of AE signals. Signal simulation using laser 

sources allowed him to establish source mechanisms of fiber fracture, transverse crack, de-

lamination (shear) and matrix crack, designated as type-A, -B, -C and -D. These 4 signal 

types are shown in Fig. 10 together with wavelet spectrograms. Two sensors placed at 90º 

angle from the loading point (along 0º and 90º relative to the surface fiber axis) showed vast-

ly different waveforms, helping the identification process. Of 327 total, initial 70 events 

showed the following: Mode-I type fiber fracture in the front layer (the first event + 3), fol-

lowed by transverse matrix cracks in the mid-lamina (27), from the middle part on, delamina-

tion (15) and splitting-type matrix cracks (11), (13 unidentified). They also studied the same 

experiment, but under dynamic loading condition. Details can be seen in JAE [48]. Four 

types of cross-ply CFRP plates were impacted. Lamb-wave AE signals were detected by 

small AE sensors on both surfaces to separate So and Ao modes. Only Impact-AE is obtained 

when the impact energy is below a fracture threshold. When internal fracture occurs, both 



Impact-AE and fracture-induced AE (or Fracture-AE) were detected. Most of strong AE sig-

nals were correlated with splitting matrix fracture source (type D in Fig. 10). 
 

There are other types of matrix fracture. For example, matrix fracture similar to the trans-

verse matrix crack, but fibers oriented along the loading direction, also occurs. This is usually 

called splitting and corresponding waveform is that of type E in Fig. 8 [28] (also type III in 

[19c,d]). Another type of matrix fracture occurs under shear stress along the fiber-matrix in-

terfaces in angle plies, such as those ±45º plies in quasi-isotropic laminates. This has a char-

acteristic waveform of type F in Fig. 8. Both E and F types have slowly rise time, reflecting 

slower growth of such cracking (WD sensor was on top of these sources 0.5 mm away, so no 

propagation induced slow rise time). The characterization of signal types relied on the lami-

nate types and when these signal types were emitted during loading. (Note these features are 

dependent of test conditions: these tests used thin (~1 mm thick), narrow (13 mm wide) 

CFRP samples with WD sensor attached at mid-section. See also [49].) 

 

Felicity effects 

When damage accumulates in materials, Kaiser effect breaks down. This is usually character-

ized by Felicity ratio; the stress of AE restart/prior maximum stress. Felicity ratio has been 

linked to the residual strength of composites, and has been studied over many years: see 

Hamstad’s thorough discussion in 1986 [50]. Changes in Felicity ratio on laminates are 

shown in Fig. 11a and b. Hamstad [50] shows in Fig. 11a a schematic plot of GFRP data by 

Fowler and Gray [51], where it drops with applied load. Awerbuch’s data on a multi-ply 

CFRP decreased with increasing prior stress above 1/3 of the tensile strength of 272 MPa 

[52a]. Felicity ratio was down to 0.7 with prior stress of 220 MPa or 80% of the maximum. 

These are data from tensile coupons. On bend testing, GFRP also exhibited Felicity effect, 

but stress level at the start of decreasing Felicity ratio is higher (75-80%) instead of 45-60% 

in Fig. 11a, as shown in Fig. 12 [52b]. Obviously, the difference arises from different failure 

mechanisms between tension and bend tests, but exact cause is unknown. AE monitoring in 

compression-after-impact or bending tests with damages showed the reduction of FR values 

[e.g., 53a,b]. Various AE parameters including FR were combined with neural networks for 

burst pressure prediction [e.g., Hill, ref. 12, pp. 382-387]. 

 

The origins of Felicity effects need to be explored further as we find few articles beyond 

Hamstad [50]. It is obvious that the stiffness of fiber-damaged zone is reduced and 

stress/strain differentials develop against the surrounding sound zones upon reloading. This is 

realized during any unload-reload step [cf. 22d], since the stiffness is proportional to the frac-

tion of intact fibers. A damaged zone has a lower stiffness and deforms more. The 

stress/strain differentials, in turn, produce additional interlaminar stresses, leading to prema-

ture delamination. This can be the source of Felicity effect in impact-damaged vessels. In the 

absence of fiber damage, delamination itself should give rise to frictional AE during an un-

load-reload step. At any interlaminar, resin-rich layer between plies of different fiber orienta-

tions, interlaminar shear stresses are always present. While the shear fracture strain is of the 

order of 1% in most resins used today, it is common to use longitudinal-hoop fiber angles of 

60-70º and substantial interlaminar shear stresses result upon loading. With our current AE 

methods, separating delamination and frictional AE signals is feasible. With the above sce-

narios for Felicity effect, we should expect strong FR dependence on lay-up sequence.   

 

Felicity ratio (FR) provided sensitive measure of developing damage under compressive tests 

[54]. CFRP laminates with 914 or PEEK resin matrix having a seeded defect were cyclically 

loaded and f = 1 – FR was used as damage indicator (of internal delamination). Applied load 



P and f are related with laminate specific manner with high R
2
-values >0.98. See Fig. 13. As 

the marks for visible crack indicates, f-value gives the warning of internal damage.  

 

 
Figure 11 a) FR vs. applied load of GFRP [50].  b) FR vs. applied stress of multiply CFRP [52a] 

 

 
Figure 12 FR vs. stress ratio of a GFRP under bending load [52b] 

 

 
Figure 13 Cyclically applied peak load vs. f = 1–FR for CFRP. a) with different resin, b) different orientation 

[54] Loading is compressive and CFRP has an internal defect to initiate delamination. Appearance of macro-

cracks is marked by squares. 

 

Several stressing sequences are used in obtaining FR. The usual one is to unload from the 

previous maximum as in [54], whereas incomplete unload sequences are more convenient to 

perform. One such example is shown in Fig. 3, called intermittent load hold (ILH), while 

MONPAC procedure calls for 50% unload with stepped loading [8]. The origin of Felicity 



effects is most likely from frictional (secondary) AE [9,52a], but the link between Felicity 

effects and residual strength is empirical. Toward clarifying this link, NASA has embarked 

on extensive basic study of FR as they view this as one key element in the prediction of com-

posite over-wrapped pressure vessel (COPV) performance. Specifically, it was found that 

some COPV failed in accelerated stress rupture testing; that is, COPV is pressurized and held 

for extended periods. They cannot afford such a failure in space [55]. Tow composite tests 

using Kevlar 49 and IM7 and T1000 carbon fibers were initiated with 4 sensors mounted on 

250 mm long samples [23,56-58]. AE results for a T1000 tow test was seen in Fig. 3. FR 

from this and similar tests showed quite different behavior compared what we have observed 

previously. Figure 14 shows the new findings. Data for an IM7 COPV is also included for 

comparison. Felicity ratios given here were determined using the first AE event for Kevlar-

epoxy tow, and the mean of the first 15 events for T1000 tow, IM7 tow, and the single IM7 

COPV. FR values are in all 4 cases higher than 0.9 even very close to the failure load. FR is 

above 1.0 up to load ratio of 0.6-0.7 for CF and 0.85 for Kevlar fiber. For COPV, FR stays 

above 1.05 to load ratio of 0.78. First, these finding again imply that fibers remain intact to 

much higher stress levels than older CFs like G50 used in [22a] (IM7 is relatively old, how-

ever) as discussed earlier in conjunction with Fig. 3. A recent study [59] of T1000 Weibull 

modulus indicates that m-value at lower strength range exceeds 30 (overall m = 5.9), thus 

virtually eliminating fiber fracture below 80% of the average strength. Second, frictional 

mechanisms are not as active as in old CFRP, reflective of better interfacial bonding. Inter-

laminar shear strength has doubled from previously common AS4/3501 (76 MPa) to newer 

T1000 CFRP (150 MPa). This condition is true even in COPV, in which windings of various 

orientations are expected to lead to interlaminar shearing and friction (it is unclear if this par-

ticular COPV was subjected to autofrettage* (*an over-pressurization step to put the metal liner in 

compression), which can suppress AE at lower loads.) Third, flaws like splitting or delamina-

tion are not expected in tow composites, although this is not the case for COPV. As higher 

FR values are linked to low damage state and higher failure strength, more extensive studies 

on composite Felicity effects seem to be highly advisable. These should point to improved 

materials and manufacturing processes. FR on pressure vessels will be discussed later.  

 
Figure 14 FR vs. load ratio for T1000 carbon-epoxy tow (black-dotted), IM7 carbon-epoxy tow (grey-dashed), 

Kevlar 49 -epoxy tow (white-solid lines), and an IM7 composite overwrapped pressure vessel (large crossed 

hexagonal symbols). 95 % confidence intervals also shown. [58] 



Wave propagation 

Typical composite structures comprise thin members and AE signals are transmitted as Lamb 

or plate waves of extensional (or symmetric) and flexural (asymmetric) modes.  Many com-

posite members are anisotropic as well. Basic aspects on plate waves have been covered well 

in [12] and standard textbook [60]. In composite AE field, work by Gorman and coworkers 

[61a-c] brought the focus on the peculiar wave propagation behavior of AE signals in thin 

composites, especially on the aspect of source orientation producing different wave modes.  

Hamstad and his NIST colleagues enhanced our understanding with extensive finite element 

modeling studies to shed light on the source types and resultant plate waves [62a-d]. Large 

wave attenuation in composites has been accounted for in CARP methods [8-12]. Downs and 

Hamstad [63] showed the sharp amplitude drop (20 dB in 6 mm) due to geometrical spread-

ing in CFRP vessels of inverse-square-root distance dependence. More recently, the aniso-

tropic nature of composite plates has been included in analysis. Mal et al. [64] used a classi-

cal damping factor approach to anisotropic wave analysis and found satisfactory results be-

tween theory and experiment (though this work is difficult to transfer to AE study). Sause 

incorporated suitable source models and wave propagation analysis on such CFRP model 

sheets [33,34]. Using complex elastic modulus obtained by air-ultrasonic technique [65a,b], 

some wave propagation analysis included attenuation factors as well [66-69]. Anisotropic 

velocity calculations are also reported for common CFRP layups [70-72].  

 

Actual measurements of attenuation are limited. Prosser [39] obtained apparent attenuation of 

So and Ao waves in IM7/977-2 CFRP of 1.2 and 3.7 mm thick quasi-isotropic laminates. For 

So mode in the thinner plate, attenuation was 42 dB/m and for Ao mode it was 83 dB/m. For 

the thick plate, corresponding values were 35 and 51 dB/m, indicating the effect of thickness. 

Attenuation observed on a CFRP pressure vessel [63] was higher. These values change when 

geometrical spread of inverse-square-root is accounted for. Gallego and Ono (this confer-

ence) will be reporting attenuation measurements on CFRP plates of three types of layups. So 

and Ao wave modes are separately evaluated and frequency effects are examined. It is evident 

that any AE analysis must consider frequency-dependent signal loss through the transmission. 

 

Applications 
 

Pressure vessels and tanks - 1 

When AE applications mature, we find few reports in publications especially after these are 

compiled in reference books, like NDT Handbook [12] and codes and standards established. 

Applications to chemical tanks and vessels fall into this category after the first three 

AERC/AECM conferences [13a-c]. Rocket motorcase applications are at a similar state [see 

ref. 12, pp. 377-381]; actually, few reports had appeared from the beginning due to their sen-

sitive nature. In this connection, it is interesting to find a review on the burst pressure predic-

tion; Joselin [73] covers the subject quite comprehensively, introducing each paper adequate-

ly without inserting own interpretation. Thus, a reader must judge which approach is success-

ful/unsuccessful on his/her own. Also many papers from AECM series conference proceed-

ings are missing, as access to them may be difficult outside the US. Still this review is a rec-

ommended reading on this topic.  

 

There are two important issues at this time. One is the evaluation of impact damage and the 

other is estimating the residual life of COPV. The first topic is not limited to pressure vessels, 

but it is one of the critical problems in aerospace circle. This has been worked with AE for 

more than 20 years [e.g., 74-80]. It is known that impact energy links to the burst pressure. 

Many AE parameters have been “successful” in predicting the burst pressure [12,73]. An  



example of burst pressure-Felicity ratio correlation is shown in Fig. 15 [75]. While the sam-
ple size of this study is small, it is believed a larger database has been prepared to show the 
same trend within the aerospace circle. Yet industrial practice still uses AE as a supplemen-
tary method. As a tool for space COPV inspection, Chang [81] in 2003 assessed AE to be 
better on “inspection time” and “field use”, as average on “flaw characterization”, “simplici-
ty” and “COPV preparation” and as weak on “whole field”, “data evaluation” and “sensitivi-
ty”. In the AE field, we think “whole field”, and “sensitivity” as AE’s major strong points, 
but actual judgment by the practicing engineers is much more critical.   
 
As mentioned in Felicity effect section, NASA is attempting to use AE for COPV burst pres-
sure prediction [55-58]. This is now based on the higher levels of newly measured FR values 
of near unity. Figure 16 shows Felicity ratio with increasing previous highest pressure for an 
IM7 COPV during two separate pressurizations to 6800 psi (circles) and to burst (crosses). A 
linear fit is made to both pressurization data. Once the FR value at burst is established with 
confidence, this will allow burst pressure prediction from lower pressure ILH loading sched- 
ule. As noted before, this FR-pressure relation is comparable to tow composite behavior. This 
surprising similarity is promising in a sense that newer COPV manufacturing is eliminating 
many sources of flaws that previously decreased FR values, and also reduced COPV strength. 
It is hoped to see even better correlation develops in the case of newer T1000 fibers. 
 

  
Figure 15 FR values are almost linearly related to failure strength of spherical Kevlar COPV [75]. 

 
Figure 16 Felicity ratio vs. increasing previous highest pressure for an IM7 COPV. Data from [58]. 



In connection to the use of FR values, it should be noted that another parameter is useful in 
some cases. Downs and Hamstad [78b] defined Shelby (countdown) ratio, which is (the load 
during unload when a predefined AE activity level is reached) divided by (the previous max-
imum load). This ratio was used much like FR values in correlating to the burst strength of 
CFRP pressure vessels. This ratio is being used in the NASA study discussed above [55-58]. 
  
The second problem of estimating the residual life of COPV comes from stress rupture be-
havior of high strength fibers. It is well known that silicate glass suffers from static fatigue, 
i.e., time dependent fracture due to the presence of moisture, aka. stress corrosion cracking. 
Similar effects exist in COPV made with Kevlar and carbon fibers. Figure 17 shows sus-
tained load design curves for three types of COPV. These are used for determining the allow-
able sustained-load operating stress for a specified time at load using a probability of survival 
of 0.999. The time at pressure represents the sum of the time that the COPV is pressurized at 
or above 60% of mean expected operating pressure [81]. Over a long period of service, al-
lowable applied stresses are quite low relative to the static strength. Of the three fibers, car-
bon fibers give the best performance at the longest time (>100 hrs).  
 

 
Figure 17 Sustained load design curves for three types of COPV. Data from [81]. 

 

Since fiber fracture is the root cause, AE can play a significant role in resolving this problem 
of estimating the residual life. From the earliest days of AE, the stress rupture issue was rec-
ognized and Liptai [5] reported the process of stress rupture of a GFRP NOL ring. See Figure 
18a, which follows two hrs of loading before fracture with rising AE counts. This sample was 
loaded to 80% of the expected fracture load. Another NOL ring was loaded in fatigue at 50% 
of the ultimate load. At each 2000 cycles, it was loaded to 75% with AE monitoring, shown 
in Fig. 18b. As listed in the figure, estimated FR values decreased with loading cycles, quick-
ly dropping to ~0.5 (as noted earlier in Introduction). Since then, however, only a few reports 
of AE monitoring of stress rupture of FRP appeared in the last 40 years [81-85]. There are 
reports of FRP stress rupture studies [e.g., 86-88]. NASA conducted wide-ranging study of 
Kevlar COPV used in Space Shuttles (24 used in each orbiter vehicle) after the Columbia ac-
cident and reestablished the reliability to be 0.998 relying mainly on accelerated pressuriza-
tion testing. Raman spectroscopy was used to evaluate the residual stress state of Kevlar [89]. 
No mention of AE appeared in the report. However, another program is in progress [23,55-
58,85] at NASA. On stress rupture tests, only a glimpse of data can be viewed so far [90], 



a)  b)  
Figure 18 a) Cummulative AE counts vs. time at 80% of fracture load applied. b) AE counts vs. load under fa-

tigue load with intermittent proofing. Data from [5]. 
 

showing the usual increase in AE just prior to failure. In some cases, other data appear incon-
sistent [85] and we need to wait for the completion of the program. Still the location data on a 
successful test of a COPV shows several concentrations of energetic AE events within 24 hrs 
of final failure [slide 19, 90]. Two views are given in Figure 19. Such data point to the avail-
ability of information that warns incipient failure if continuous AE monitoring is used. With-
out monitoring, projecting 0.999-level reliability will probably require a new strategy yet to 
be formulated.  
 

 
Figure 19 Distribution of energetic AE events in 24-hrs period before the final fracture. Kevlar COPV. Data 
from [90] with color inverted for easier viewing. 
 



Pressure vessels and tanks – 2 

AE tests of smaller tanks have occupied some European AE groups of late. These have to be 
done at low cost and rapidly. See [91,92a,b]. A similar effort was undertaken by Propane Ed-
ucation & Research Council in the US, using ISO11119-3 as the basis. They chose to use on-
ly visual inspection, relying instead on the safety factor [93]. They stated in their Exemption 
request to the US Dept. of Transportation (prepared by Battelle) that “Electronic methods which 
have been examined to some level of detail in the laboratory include acoustic emission and acousto-ultrasonics 
(sic). Other potential inspection methods include holography, shearography, and thermography. These methods 
are used by highly trained staff in controlled laboratory and manufacturing plant conditions for quality control 
and special purpose applications. However, available data indicate the quality of damage detection in composite 
cylinders by these methods is inconsistent and varies significantly with the material selection, design, and man-
ufacturing techniques. Consequently, unique NDI test criteria will be necessary for each different cylinder de-
sign, even though they may be from the same manufacturer. Practical application of these methods will be errat-
ic and inconsistent for operations which inspect more than one cylinder type at one time, as is typically done in 

cylinder and propane industries.”  Their products, LPG/CNG cylinders, are inexpensive, requiring 
the lowest cost inspection method. Yet, this seems to be the state of general NDT community 
that is so ignorant of the state-of-the-art in AE technology.  The safety factors they incorpo-
rated are still of interest; This value, minimum stress ratio, is defined as the ratio of the fiber stress at calcu-
lated design minimum burst pressure divided by the fiber stress at 2/3 times test pressure (i.e. working pressure). 
For cylinders without liners or with non-load-sharing liners, the stress ratios are: 

• Glass fibers –  3.4 
• Aramid fibers –  3.1 
• Carbon fibers –  2.4 

These cylinders are designed to last 15 to 50 years and the minimum stress ratio is to assure 
against failure due to stress rupture. Note CF can be stressed the highest. It is not known if 
this has received DOT approval. 
 
On the side of chemical vessels, AE is well accepted thanks to the efforts of Dr. Fowler and 
the CARP, as mentioned in the Introduction. A manufacturer of FRP vessels [94] recom-
mends AE testing of their product as follow: “Acoustic emission tests on used equipment are most ef-
fective when there is baseline information available. It is therefore recommended that all critical FRP equipment 
be baseline AE tested soon after start-up. Once in service, the amount of AE testing that is done is the owner’s 
prerogative. Often, equipment is tested at a point in time approximately halfway through the estimated life span 
of the equipment. Ongoing testing will depend on the results of this test. When critical equipment is nearing the 
end of its service life, regular AE testing can provide a meaningful structural evaluation that may prolong 
equipment use and prevent unexpected failure.  Acoustic emission testing identifies and locates active defects in 
laminates by detecting minute acoustic impulses that are generated as a defect propagates under load. A major 

advantage of this procedure is its ability to monitor an entire piece of equipment quickly.”  This is a wel-
come testimony for the validity of AE testing. 
 
Small, but extremely high-pressure cylinders also present technical challenge, as in the case 
of 100-MPa hydrogen cylinders [95a]. Also see Gorman [95b] for AE specific discussion. A 
new ASME Code case was developed based on AE to provide the accept-or-reject criteria. 
These are based on the curvatures of cumulative events and energy curves that quantitatively 
measure pressure vessel stability. These are COPV, but the liners do not carry load, unlike 
the space counterpart discussed in the previous section (these carry 20-30% load [89]). An 
example of AE cumulative event (ΣAE during load hold) analysis is shown in Fig. 20. Left 
curves are AE events curves for 4 channels. At 320-570 s, load is held and event rates started 
to decline, which are fitted with exponential functions of the form 

 ΣAE = A exp (B t) + C,  (2) 

t = time and A,B,C constants. For the curve on the right, B is –0.0183 and goodness of fit is 
R2 = 0.91. When B is negative, AE event rates decay and the vessel is for stable. Other fac-



tors used include the number of fiber breaks, fiber break energy, background energy oscilla-
tion effect (which begins at 60-75% of burst pressure) and frictional AE. This Code is now 
published from ASME (Section X, Appendix 8, 2010) and being applied in the field. For var-
ious non-AE requirements, see [95a]. 
 

 
Figure 20 a) Cumulative events and pressure vs. time. Load is held between two vertical lines. b) Exponential 
fitting of the cumulative events vs. time for channel 1 during pressure hold period. [95b] 

 
Wind turbines 

Increasing size of wind turbine power generators demands constant monitoring and mainte-
nance. Articles of applicable NDT methods and of AE methods have appeared [96-100]. 
Ciang et al. [96] reviewed various SHM methods, with a broad discussion on AE with a doz-
en references. Some new approaches are suggested. [97] suggests somewhat limitedly “AE is 
considered more robust for low-speed operation of wind turbine compared to the classic vi-
bration based methods.  This approach is also more ideal for identifying early faults in gear-
box bearings.” [98] is a brief summary. [99] reported on an AE test of 25-m long blade with a 
static step loading schedule and noted locations of AE events at 77% of the fracture load. 
Sensor placements tightly (20-50 cm spacing) surrounded the eventual failure site.  
 

Rumsey et al. [100] conducted high-cycle fatigue loading of TX-100 blade of 9-m length to 
over 4 million cycles. Dr. Beattie performed AE testing portion. This blade has 6-mm balsa 
wood at center, a glass cloth supporting a single ply of UD carbon fibers at 20º, then the top 
mat layer on both sides. At mid-length, spar cap is joined to the base side, where eventual 
failure was predicted and AE monitored. At ~2.5 million fatigue cycles, a large visible crack 
developed parallel to the chord axis on the high-pressure side at ~4.5 m. The crack then grew  

 

 
Figure 21 Surface damage above the spar cap skin interface with 3 R6I AE sensors (#18-20). [100] 



 
Figure 22 AE energy rate vs. fatigue cycles. [100]  Figure 23 AE event locations near the spar cap end. [100] 
 

along the 20º off-pitch-axis carbon fiber direction until the test was stopped at 4 million cy-
cles. Figure 21 shows the surface damage above the spar cap skin interface with 3 AE sensors 
(PAC R6I) nearby. Almost immediately with test start, AE detected AE events and followed 
the evolution of blade failure around the end of the spar cap at 4.5 m, but no significant dam-
age in any other monitored areas (24-channel system used). Significant AE appeared at 3.55 
million cycles and extreme damage indications started at 3.78 million cycles (see AE energy 
rate in Fig. 22). The locations of the AE events (Fig. 23) matched the visual damage shown in 
Fig. 21. The most significant result of this test was that only AE was able to predict and iden-
tify the damage location and severity while a few other SHM sensors failed to see the damage. 
 

Another approach for AE characterization, i.e., pattern recognition/neural network, has been 
used for AE signals from turbine blade tests. [101-103] This approach provided damage 
grade assessment, relatable to the state of cracks and other flaws developed in fatigue load-
ings [101]. Load-hold emissions were useful in setting up the classifiers. Other methods 
evaluated different aspects of blade state assessment [102,103]. This application is still de-
veloping and new methods are expected in this Conference.  
 
Space Shuttle 

NASA tried to develop and implement on-board impact detection technologies after the loss 
of the Space Shuttle Columbia. Prosser [104,105] described a system called Shuttle Wing 
Leading Edge Impact Detection System (WLEIDS). It had been installed on all Space Shuttle 
missions till recent retirement of the fleet. The system tested accelerometers and AE sensors 
for detecting the impact of launch foam debris on the leading edge made of reinforced car-
bon-carbon and on thermal protection tiles. Even though a foam block tested was ~0.8 kg, its 
speed is 240-290 m/s and produced detectable damages with the sensors. Some hypervelocity 
(6.8 km/s) tests were done, indicating different waveforms from the slow impacts. Implemen-
tation on shuttle fleet relied on flight-qualified accelerometers that proved to function at low-
er frequency range than AE sensors, while reducing the signal acquisition frequency down to 
20 kHz, beneficial in data storage and transmission to the Mission Control on earth. For each 
Space Shuttle, 66 sensors were on board and 22 battery-powered data acquisition/wireless 
transmission units were mounted in each wing cavity. The system recorded data from all sen-
sors continuously during launch and ascent to orbit. The data was transmitted wirelessly to a 
laptop computer in the crew compartment and then downlinked to ground. The monitored 
data consists of rms values of g-force. A summary file of the largest peaks is also stored and 
used for preliminary analysis. When warranted, detailed analysis follows. For all flights since 
Columbia, the WLEIDS has performed exceptionally well. None of probable impact events 



have been of amplitude consistent with critical damage to the RCC leading edge and in-flight 
inspection at the suspected impact locations using the Orbital Boom Sensing System has not 
revealed damage. Post-analysis of the entire records evaluated the system performance on 
flight for future deployment. Some of the waveform records in the ground tests can be seen in 
[104] and key components of the Shuttle Wing Leading Edge Impact Detection System are 
shown in Fig. 24.  

 
Figure 24 Key components of the Shuttle Wing Leading Edge Impact Detection System. [104] 

Sandwich structures 

In practical composite design, sandwich structures are widely used [106]. Aluminum or No-
max honeycomb core is widely used in aerospace applications and foam core is common in 
less demanding design. AE studies of such structures are not many. Burman [107] conducted 
an extensive study of sandwich composites under static and fatigue loading conditions and 
used AE for monitoring crack initiation and growth in the core. AE location aided failure 
process study on invisible subsurface damages. AE behavior is typical one with rising AE 
near fracture, and amplitude reaching into >80-dB range. Sandwich composite panels are 
finding new applications in rehabilitating aging infrastructures [108,109]. [108] used a small 
AE system and obtained some AE results on tensile samples, but only rough data outline is 
given. Larger samples with cyclic loading are also tested, but results are not clearly analyzed 
or presented. [109] used 16-channel AE system and obtained some AE results during step-
wise loading and signal attenuation on the panel, but definitive results are yet to come. In the-
se ambitious projects, it is hoped that past AE experience in the literature is used to better 
outcomes. 

In similar composites with 30+% GFRP skin and balsa-wood core, Hoa [110] studied their 
AE behavior extensively, producing an ASTM document (ASTM E1888-12). It is worth not-
ing that, starting from FR concept, Hoa defined a trend number Z = A2/A1, where  
 A1 is AE parameter (counts, hits) upon loading to P1. 
 A2 is AE parameter (counts, hits) upon reloading to P1. 
Under cyclic loads, Z tends to vanish in a good vessel (or a zone), while Z in damaged one 



starts to rise. This parameter is useful in judging this type of sandwich composite and may be 
applicable for other types. 
 
Aircraft applications 

In 1984, we were invited to monitor the testing of a prototype all Kevlar composite aircraft 
(Avtek) using AE. See Fig. 25, which shows an 8-channel AET-5000 system. The Avtek 
plane was supported at the main wings and canard wing tips while the mid-fuselage was 
pulled down. 30- and 175-kHz sensors were distributed, especially at the canard attachments. 
This position turned out to be much weaker than design load, producing significant AE and 
stopping the test before damage. This demonstrated the AE test’s worth, but the Kevlar plane 
project did not continue long unfortunately. 
 

 
Figure 25 AE monitoring of prototype Avtek aircraft in 1984.  Dr. I. Roman, on leave from Hebrew University 
of Jerusalem, operated AET-5000 system. [The original of the cover photo shown in JAE vol. 3] 
 

AE applications in aircraft industry appear to have advanced according to the anecdotes from 
AE equipment makers, but little is known in the open literature for obvious reason. Only 
about a dozen papers appeared in JAE in the past 30 years with direct connection to airframe, 
but only metallic.  Composite structural components are increasing their importance even in 
commercial aircraft, but the role of AE is apparently limited. Pfeiffer and Wevers [111a] de-
tailed AE and Lamb wave methods for aircraft SHM applications as a part of AISHA project 
under European Research Area. For critical damages, appropriate Lamb modes are being 
identified for such parts as helicopter tailbooms and Airbus slat tracks. Takeda [111b] re-
viewed small-diameter optical fiber sensors for damage monitoring and structural health 
monitoring (SHM) of composite structures. They also reported on results from ACS-SIDE 
project in Japan with optical SHM. Fiber-Bragg grating (FBG) sensors are combined with 
PZT actuators for Lamb wave inspection of CFRP structures. Several articles on NDT in air-
craft manufacturing appeared recently [112-116], but only one briefly mentioned AE’s use in 
predevelopment-design phase [112]. Our concerted efforts to change the perception of key 
people in this industry are needed. For example, an improved activation method of im-
pact/delamination damage for AE diagnosis will be needed to provide a better technique to 
aircraft people. On composite panels, the benefit of global inspection with AE often evapo-
rates from high wave attenuation behavior. An innovative method is required also. 
 
Figure 26 shows expanding uses of composite in modern commercial and military aircrafts. 
This poses a formidable challenge for NDE/NDT of composite components during manufac-
turing, service inspections, flight conditions and SHM. Numerous laboratory tests have been 



carried out during last decades on large composite components for aircraft structures. At the 
beginning of the 1990s, Boeing designed and built a 64-channels AE system, called AE Pre-
failure Warning System (AEPWS), which was used on a prototype of a low tail horizontal 
stabilizer (LTHS) box [117]. AEPWS, based on calculation of the AE energy (MARSE), was 
used to monitor selected flights for the first lifetime (50,000 flights) of fatigue cycling of the 
LTHS. At the end of the 1990s, Saab Aerospace (Sweden) monitored by AE two full-scale 
test on the JAS 39 Gripen combat aircraft, partially manufactured from CFRP [118]. In the 
first one, the wings and the vertical stabilizer (which are primarily manufactured from CFRP) 
were monitored by a 72-channels PAC AE system in order to localize damage in the early 
stage. It was possible even without any false alarms and no more damage was detected by 
other NDT techniques. During the more than 100 real-time tests FR index was checked. 

 
Figure 26 Composites ratio in structural aircraft weight during last decades in commercial and military aircrafts.  
 

 
Figure 27 Left: Honeycomb sandwich composite panel. Right: A segment of the panel showing the AE sensors 

arrangement, a photogrammetry system and an artificial notch. [119] 

 
Toward the goal of more active AE utilization in composite aircraft area, some papers are of 
interest [119-121]. Leone et al. [119] monitored AE in several honeycomb sandwich compo-
sites curved fuselage panes, each containing a different scenario of damage, using the Full 
Scale Aircraft Structure Test Evaluation and Research (FASTER) placed in Atlantic City 
(US). In particular, the evolution of particular notches artificially made on the full-scale 



T700-CFRP sandwich panels was monitored by AE using an 8-channel 150 kHz resonant 
sensor configuration located in circle (see Fig. 27). A good correlation was found between 
the notch progression (see Fig. 28) and AE accumulated and during loading of the panels (see 
Fig. 29). The most of the events recorded were below 70 dB (between 85-97 %). Figure 29 
shows that the percentage of high-amplitude events, normally associated with fiber breakage, 
was less than 5% of the total AE events recorded.   
 

 
Figure 28 Notch-tip damage after complete final fracture in two sandwich panels. [119] 

 

 
Figure 29 Load-time history and accumulation of AE events and amplitudes recorded during loading two panels. 
Each dot signifies a three-hit event. [119] 

 
Sensors and Sensing 

Aljets [120,121] completed a thesis with new approach to source location methods and vali-
dated them on large CFRP plates. One is to use an array of 3 closely positioned (45 mm) sen-
sors. Using this sensor array, wave modes and source locations are obtained with two differ-
ent methods. The array sensor approach is similar to Sachse’s patent of 4-sensor array, but 
the latter was for source location purpose [122]. As we saw earlier in this review, the 
knowledge of wave modes is very important information today. More such work on large 
samples must be pursued to make AE acceptable to industry engineers. In this connection, a 
new method of Lamb-wave detection should be of interest. Yeum et al. [123] used a sensor of 
two coaxial PZT elements, a center disc and a surrounding ring. This sensor needs to be 
placed only on one surface. The mode decomposition can be performed at any selected fre-
quency without changing the PZT size and/or spacing configuration, aided by solving 3D 
Lamb-wave propagation equations with the PZT size and shape as input. This technique was 
demonstrated for Lamb waves in an aluminum plate, but should be applicable to composite 
plates as well. 



Optical sensing of AE signals relied on bulky components initially, but the size of sensors 
and associated equipment started to shrink. Wevers et al. [124a] introduced an intensity mod-
ulated optical sensor based on the microbending into a CFRP plate and evaluated AE from 
developing damage, though S/N ratio needed improvements. Surgeon and Wevers [124b] 
evaluated effects of adding optical sensors into CFRP plates. When optical fibers are near the 
stress-carrying plies, degradation was detectable. Subsequent reports from this group [124c-f] 
examined signal processing aspect for S/N improvements and a different sensing principle, 
using polarimetric single-mode optical fiber sensors. Other approaches also appeared more 
recently [125a-c] with interferometric techniques. FBG sensors are from a different principle 
and is amenable to source localization. See Tsuda’s article [126a] on its use in SHM applica-
tions along with [111b]. For embedded usage, see [126b]. The main obstacle for wider uses 
of optical sensing is still the cost of equipment.  
 

Pattern recognition – Clustering  

When we initiated using pattern recognition analysis (PRA) software, called ILS, in the early 
1980s [127a-c], we relied on autoregressive modeling to obtain the signal feature vectors and 
utilized principal component analysis. It was cumbersome, but the promise of signal discrim-
ination was encouraging. We next used Icepak software from TISEC in the 1990s, which 
vastly ran faster and reported CFRP signal classification results discussed earlier [28, 49]. 
With Icepak, several algorithms including artificial neural network were available, but we 
primarily used k-NN. In these studies, we had to supply the likely clustering scheme based on 
separate aspects, such as special specimen geometry, loading range, microscopy, etc. Unsu-
pervised PRA algorithm started to appear [128] and Noesis software improved the coordina-
tion with PAC’s data acquisition hardware in an integrated operation. This approach basically 
uses the standard AE parameters along with partial power spectral density, chosen to repre-
sent different AE source features. A different approach is taken in Vallen’s VisualClass that 
relies on time-staggered power spectral features. In the past decade, PRA has become a 
common tool in AE examination [129a,b; see also Hill, ref. 12, pp. 382-387].  
 
Kohonen introduced a new concept in classifying a large body of diverse data [130]. This is 
known as the Self-organizing Map (SOM). It has been incorporated into PRA scheme for AE 
data analysis [19c, 42a-d, 131-132]. For non-specialists, it is easiest to start with [19c, 42c]. 
In the simplest term, SOM helps achieve “Birds of a feather flock together” phenomenon by 
directing a data vector (characterized by multiple features) into an area of a map where other 
data vectors of similar characteristics are already present. Godin [42c] combined SOM with 
k-means method to improve further AE data classification. [133,134] are recent studies that 
take advantage of the new PRA method with SOM. SOM Toolbox for MATLAB is available 
from Prof. Kohonen’s group [http://www.cis.hut.fi/somtoolbox/links/somsoftware.shtml] and 
can be incorporated into own data analysis package. With the SOM, robust unsupervised 
PRA is possible and this should become a practical AE analysis tool shortly. 
 

Concluding Remarks 

 

During the past ~50 years, we have expanded the knowledge base on AE. Still, further ad-
vances are critically needed to make AE an indispensable tool for composite industry. This 
article has attempted to review “composite AE” from materials researchers’ perspectives and 
to survey how AE has contributed to various applications. The first part was reasonably 
achieved but the second part was only partially fulfilled, as it has been difficult to gain in-
formation of AE technology practiced in various industries. We have also identified a few 
crucial problems that have to be resolved to reach our goal of making AE a useful tool for 



industry. These include displacement-velocity sensor response, high wave attenuation in 
composites and the lack of understanding of Felicity effect and stress rupture. Promising de-
velopments include new methods for high-pressure vessel monitoring sanctioned by ASME, 
SOM-based unsupervised PRA, and tackling of issues with wave attenuation and stress rup-
ture. We trust this article presents a fresh summary of what has been discovered and utilized, 
points out obstacles to surmount and gives some suggestions to future work, hopefully serv-
ing as inspiration for developing a new technology.  
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Appendix 1: Lamb wave propagation 

 
In 1986, Ichikawa et al. [A1] investigated the optimum conditions for using Lamb waves for 
inspection of steel sheets, which fail from nonmetallic inclusions under heavy deformation. 
Using theoretical results, they developed an improved inspection system for use in steel pro-
duction lines. From the basic Lamb wave behavior, they noted complexity, such as 1) some 
modes are difficult to excite or detect depending on frequency-thickness product, or f·d val-
ues, 2) the sharpness of flaw reflection varies strongly with f·d values, and 3) flaw reflection 
pulse has a different frequency from that of the excitation pulse.  
 
Pulse excitation and detection typically uses piezo sensors that respond to normal displace-
ment; on the plate surfaces, one needs vertical particle displacements from Lamb waves. For 
a plate of thickness, d, scalar and vector potentials are introduced to represent displacement 
and stress within the plate using free boundary conditions on the surfaces. The components of 
a displacement vector (U, W) for the wave propagation direction, x, and for the normal 
(thickness) direction, z, are given by:  
 For symmetric modes: 

  
 For asymmetric modes 

  
 

where d = 2δ, !!
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! !!
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! !!
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! !!
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!, ω  = 2πf : angular  
frequency, ks (a, l, t): wave number for symmetric (asymmetric, longitudinal, transverse) wave, 
α, β = constant. Wδ  is defined as an index to express the magnitude of the surface normal dis-
placement, W, relative to the integrated mean-square displacement as: 

      

Using equations 3 and 4 with the shear modulus of steel = 80.3 GPa, density = 7.8 Mg/m3, 
Poisson’s ratio = 0.28, the phase velocity and Wδ  in dB scale are shown against f·d in Fig. A1 
(a) and (b). These are reproduced from Figs. 4 and 5 in [A1]. It is evident that 
Wδ  varies widely depending on the wave mode and f·d values. It is significant that the surface 
normal displacement of So mode is less than –17 dB for f·d ≤ 1 MHz·mm, while that for Ao is 



always above –6 dB. This explains why So mode is usually not observed at low frequencies, 
especially for thin structures.  
 
The wave dispersion also affects the pulse amplitude. The group velocity Cg is given by  

 
!

!!

! ! !
!

!
!!
!"

!"
!, (5) 

where C is the phase velocity. When a pulse with the center frequency fo and its spread in the 
frequency domain ∆f (in half-value width) travels time t over distance l, resulting in pulse 
spread in time of ∆t (in half-value pulse width) of: 
 

  
where Ao is a constant. A parameter Dg defined below indicates the sharpness of a pulse af-
fected by the velocity dispersion. With the transverse velocity Ct, we have: 
 

  
Results of calculation are shown in Fig. A1 (c) (which is Fig. 6 in [A1]). When the value of 
Dg vanishes, the dispersion effect is minimal. Again, Dg varies strongly with f·d values, de-
pending on the wave mode. Open circles marked P1 to P8 (in Fig. A1 (b) and (c)) indicate the 
points where Dg = 0. The f·d values corresponding to P1 to P8 (read graphically) are 
 

            P1         P2 P3  P4 P5  P6 P7 P8 

           1.41      2.68 2.78 4.85 7.05 7.32 7.50 9.20 
            Ao        So A1 A1 S1 A3 A3 A2 
 

There seems another vanishing Dg point at f·d = 4.12 for S1 mode, but Wδ  is low here. Judg-
ing from various wave propagation data, both theoretical and experimental, it appears that 
when Dg ≤ ±0.3~0.5, pulse propagation is possible without suffering excessive dispersion ef-
fects.   
 
Considering both Wδ  and Dg, this work leads to approximate ranges where good pulse detec-
tion with low dispersion loss can be expected: 
 

 So mode f·d = 1 ~ 2, >3.5 
 Ao mode      > 0.5 
 S1 mode       ~2.7 
 A1 mode         2 ~ 4 
 S2 mode         3.5 ~ 7 
 A2 mode      > 5.8 
 

Since Wδ  is in dB scale, it should dictate the outcome, while effects of Dg parameter needs to 
be explored experimentally. 
 
This result of Ichikawa et al. [A1] is for isotropic medium and not directly applicable to fiber 
composite materials. However, this gives for the first time explanations for oft-peculiar 



Lamb-wave propagation behavior. In practical inspection setups, one also needs to consider 
frequency-dependent attenuation effects. 
 

 
Figure A1. (a) Phase velocity of Lamb waves vs. f·d values. (b) Index for surface normal displacement Wδ  in dB 
scale vs. f·d values. (c) Parameter for dispersion effect Dg vs. f·d values. These figures were assembled from Figs. 
4-6 in Ichikawa et al. [A1], matching the abscissa. 



Appendix 2: Gaussian Pulses 

 
A Gaussian pulse is defined as a function of time t 

 ! ! ! !!"#!!!!!!!!!! (8) 

where σ is a pulse width parameter [A2]. The pulse width at one-half of the peak height, t1/2, 
(also called the full width at half-maximum or FWHM) is given by  

 !!!! ! ! !!!"!!!!!! ! !!!"#$%!!! (9) 

Figure A2a shows a Gaussian pulse with t1/2 = 0.22 µs [A3]. The power spectral density of 
this pulse is given in Fig. A2b. It peaks at f = 0 and the spectral width at one-half of the peak 
height, f1/2, is equal to 2.0 MHz. The half-height widths are related to each other by [A4] 

 t1/2 x f1/2 = 0.44. (10) 

The time derivative of a Gaussian pulse defines a Gaussian monopulse (aka monocycle). Us-
ing the center frequency, fc, it is given by [A5] 

 ! !! !! !! ! !! !!!"#!!! !!"#!!!! !"!!!
! ! (11) 

where A is the peak height. A Gaussian monopulse at 2 MHz is shown in Fig. A2c [A6]. In 
the frequency domain, this is given by 
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The inverse of the center frequency is essentially pulse duration, τ. That is, 
 τ x fc  ~ 1. (13) 

A pair of waveform and its frequency spectrum from [A5] was scaled to 2 MHz to 200 kHz 
center frequencies. Four such pairs are illustrated in Fig. A3, a) to d).  
 
The most striking feature is the broadness of the spectra. For a 2 MHz pulse (of 0.5 µs dura-
tion), –3 dB half-power points are at 1 and 3.2 MHz. At 200 kHz (5 µs long pulse), the corre-
sponding frequency range is from 100 to 320 kHz. Thus, a variation in source duration has to 
be quite large to be noticeable in the detected frequency spectra. Since most sensors and 
structures have natural frequencies, their dominance will be difficult to overcome. 
 



 
Figure A2. a) 2-MHz Gaussian pulse. b) Its power spectral density. [A3] c) 2-MHz Gaussian monopulse. [A6] 
  



 
Figure A3. a) 2-MHz Gaussian monopulse and its power spectral density. b) Same for 1 MHz. c) Same for 500 
kHz. d) Same for 200 kHz. [A5] 


